LAWSON BATTERS LIST ALL DAY UNCEASINGLY


More Than 2,000,000 Shares Traded in During One of the Wildest Days on the New York Stock Exchange.

WHERE'S OWNER OF PORTLAND CLUB?

People Who Are Taking an Extraordinary Amount of Interest in the Portland Seawall Edward Richardson Was Proprietor, but He Gives No Sign that He Is on Earth.

REVOLUTION IS RIPE IN RUSSIA


SEeks TO PREVENT LAND FRAUD TRIAL

O'Day Says That Tomorrow's Charge Is Same as That Disposed of.

GUY HUFF ARRAIGNED PLEADS NOT GUILTY

Decision This Afternoon Whether Other Four Accused Have Been in Jeopardy Through Previous Trial.

RELATIVES THINK DEAD WOMAN ALIVE

Dead woman's brothers claim to see her and will not allow the red umbrellashirt-swinger to intermingle with the rest of the funeral crowd.

PANIC IN CHURCH CAUSED BY MANIAC

Grand Rapids Man Stabes Down Aisle in Red Undershirt Swinging an Axe.

SMOOT IS AGAIN PUT ON THE RACK

Senator's Senate Committee Will Try to Interfere With His Nomination.

POLICE ArREST 30-40 NAVY MEN

At Least 25 of the 300 Sailors and Marines Taken off on a Sunday Night.
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